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JA System Information (JASInfo) is a simple and powerful system information tool for programmers and advanced users. It has an adjustable filter with multiple versions of filters and automatically and manually customizable columns. JA System Information is designed to run from your desktop without installing any 3rd party applications. It uses the
excellent and powerful, but unfortunately little known API called Windows Management Instrumentation. WMI runs from various Windows components and this API can be used to read the properties of objects. Features: Find a list of all running processes Find running threads of a process Find a running module of a process Find a running service of a
process Find a running driver of a process Find a running user of a process Find a running user's service of a process Find a running program of a process Find a running key of a process Find the versions of all modules of a process Find the version of all running processes Find the version of a process by PID Find a process by name Find a process by
path Find a process by type Get information about a running process Kill a process (or processes) Force a process or processes to terminate Get a list of all running tasks Get a list of all hidden tasks Get a list of all topmost tasks Resize a topmost task Move a task to a new location Get the z-order of a topmost task Get the position of a task on the z-order
Get information about running tasks Get information about hidden tasks Get information about a process Get information about a process by PID Get information about a process by name Get information about a process by path Get information about a process by type Get information about a topmost task Hide or Show a task Hide or show a topmost
task Hide a topmost task Hide a task Enable a task Enable a topmost task Set the z-order of a task Set the position of a task on the z-order Find a running process by name Find a running process by path Find a running process by type Get a list of running services Hide or show a process Hide a process Get information about running services Hide or
show a process by name Get information about running services Hide a process by name Get information about running services Hide a process by path Get information about running services Hide a process by path Hide a process by name
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ALT: Press once to turn on the caspian startup ALT+SHIFT: Press once to turn on the caspian startup SHIFT: Press once to turn off the caspian startup SPACE: This key shows hidden tasks DEL: This key has been replaced by the F2 command (yes, DEL still exists, but has moved to the keyboard; it's been replaced by this key) H: The HOME key is
used to go to the Windows C:\ drive. END: The END key is used to go to the Windows C:\ drive. ALT+F4: Select a window and close it. DEL: Delete a window. MOVE: Move a window. SHIFT+DEL: Delete a window, shift its position. START: Start a program (from a shortcut or from a file name). SHIFT+ALT+DEL: You can execute a shortcut,
program from the start menu, start a program from a file name. ALT+DEL: You can delete an icon. DEL+F: Select an icon, delete it. F2: This key can be used as a stand alone program, as a shortcut to a program, or to run a program from a file name. +: Shift toggles the new window on/off. -: Shifts to the window of the one you have the most control
over. -: Shifts to the window of the one you have the most control over. +: Shift toggles the new window on/off. -: Shifts to the window of the one you have the most control over. SHIFT+SPACE: This key shows hidden tasks ALT+SHIFT+SPACE: This key shows hidden tasks SHIFT: This key shows hidden tasks SPACE: This key shows hidden tasks
DEL: This key has been replaced by the F2 command (yes, DEL still exists, but has moved to the keyboard; it's been replaced by this key) SHIFT+SPACE: This key shows hidden tasks F1: This key has been replaced by the F1 command (yes, DEL still exists, but has moved to the keyboard; it's been replaced by this key) L: This key has been replaced by
the L key R: This key has been replaced by the R key S: This key has been replaced by the S key C 77a5ca646e
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System Info is a program written to provide quick and easy access to a lot of system-related information. It is designed to be a small utility for Windows programmers and advanced users. As there is no control for the application, the risk of harming the system is obvious. There are currently 6 classes, 90 Windows, 93 Processes and 66 Threads. It can
display full information on current classes, windows, processes and threads. It has a few advanced (but highly risky) commands to terminate processes and changing their priority. Hidden tasks can be optionally listed and you can move, resize, change the z-order, hide (and shown again) windows and make them a top most window (or delete this
property). The hidden task list can be minimised, maximised and shown again, and some commands that are in this dialog can be useful. System Info can work in two modes, it has two buttons on the main window, "Maximize" and "Restore". When a task (either a window or a process) is maximised, it will become active and be visible on the screen. If it
is also in the "Restore" mode, it will be minimised (or restored if it was hidden before, but this is not always possible). The "Restore" mode can be resumed. The system information dialog contains a lot of useful information, if you need to run some commands on your system you have the following options: 1. "Options" button - click here to change the
display settings (this will also change the main window size, but the dialog will always be shown as it was the last time you changed the display settings). 2. "Exit" button - exit and close this dialog. Most of the information displayed on the main window can be changed using buttons and fields, to change the display settings you can use the "Options"
button. You can change the colours and the size of the fonts, this information is not saved by the program, and you can change it as many times as you want. Most of the windows and processes are displayed using 2 colours, it can be changed using the "Windows and Processes" button. To move a window, click on it and drag it to the desired position. To
resize it, hold down the Alt key and move the mouse pointer around it. The window
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System Requirements:

OS: Mac OSX 10.6 Windows 7 or 8 Processor: 1.2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 1 GB RAM Software: Audacity 2.0.2 or newer Screenshots: Downloads: Pre-Alpha (15) Alpha (14) BETA (5) BETA 2 (1) BETA 3 (2) B
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